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ABSTRACT OF THE TALK

Trapped ion is a promise system for quantum information processing. In this talk, I will introduce briefly our scheme for ions cooling and the method to measure quantum states. Then, I will introduce our chip ion-trap in detail. For scalable quantum information processing with trapped ions, a chip trap is under active consideration. The stable trapping and transformation of the ions in chip traps are necessary for the preparation and operation of the ions states with high fidelity. We designed a surface-electrode chip trap, and show it has excellent ability of trapping ions. Using some practical experimental operation methods, we have successfully reduced the trap heating rate. As a result, we are able to trap a string of up to more than 50 ions, and a zigzag structure with 24 ions, and transport trapped ions to different zones. Also we proposed a feedback control method for producing an equidistant ion string in a surface-electrode ion trap. These would be practical to create a linear ion string with a large number of ions and may find applications in large-scale quantum computing, quantum simulation, and phase transition studies utilizing homogeneous ion strings.
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